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High level administrator, Jon Kosidowski, admits
to theft of over $10,000 from club fund -- resigns
y BECKY MILTON
nor In Chief
-

-

y NATHAN STEINER
Winonan News Reporter

Jon Kosidowski, Assistant Vice
resident for Student Af fairs, is
urrently under investigation after
dmitting Aug. 26 to stealing over
10,000 of Warrior club funds to
finance a gambling debt.
Kosidowskitook$10,673 over the
ourse of a year from a pool of funds
that is independent from the university and of the state. The Warrior
Club is self supported.
Kosidowski has submitted his
resignation and is currently on leave
from the University.
Winona State President Darrell
Krueger said that it was the Warrior
Club's decision whether to file a

Marshall
Six students from Southwest
State University received Reatha
Clark King Endowed Scholarship
awards. The three $5,000 and three
$2,500 scholarships were based on
financial need, community service,
and major.

Southwest
One Southwest State University faculty member spent his summer in Yugoslavia and Poland. Dr.
Kennth Zapp, an economic and finance professor,as part of his
graduate program, served as a consultant to the governments of many
countries and companies to accelerate Regarding Henry their market economies. Zapp was recently
a guest on the World News program on Minnesota Public Radio.

Weathe
Winona
Friday:
Chance or rain early with sunny
skies expected in the afternoon.
Highs inthe upper '70a and low
downto 60.

Jon Kosidowskl

situation was unique and that Eger is
not a "typical victim."
Warrior Club President Don Eger
said his immediate concerns were for
full restitution to the club and treatment for Kosidowski's gambling addiction.

criminal complaint.
Although Warrior Club President,
Don Eger did not file criminal
charges,Winona County Attorney,
Julius Gernes, has asked police to
investigate allegations that he took
the money in an effort to establish the

"It appears his actions are related to a sickness every
bit as crippling as alcoholism..."
John Kane
Kosidowski will continue treatment throughout September with six
months of follow-up treatment.
The university is not taking any
action until he returns from treatment.
John Kane, vice president for stu-

extent of criminal wrong doing.
Standard procedure is for police
to forward information to the county
district attorney after investigation
of a complaint filed by the victim of a
crime.
Gernes said, however, that this

Debate over whether to accept resignation continues
By BECKY MILTON

Editor-In Chlef
-

JULIE KENT
Winonan News Reporter

The revela tion of Jon Kosidowski's
theft of over ten thousand dollars
from the Warrior Club to finance
gambling debts caused mixed reactions among Winona State University students, faculty and staff.
Those who worked closely with
Kosidowski shared feelings of disbelief and concern.
Winona State University President
Darrell Krueger was one of the first
people informed about the situation.
"My first reaction was of disbelief," said Krueger. Kosidowski came

directly to Krueger and admitted
what happened.
"I reacted with compassion, understanding, and support for him."
he added.
Most people reacted with shock
and sadness.
John Kane, vice president to student affairs, said, "My reaction was
similar to others, shock. I was also
concerned for his family."
"Jon had an excellent report with
students," he said. "Almost everyday
students came to discuss events, issues and personal problems with
Jon."
Another person who worked on a
daily basis with Kosidowski this
summer was Student Senate Presi-

admiration for him," he said. "I hope
his treatment goes well. Jon has been
there for all the students. It's a loss to
the university."
The news came as a surprise to
students, most of whom were unaware of the situation until they returned to Winona for fall classes.

dent Mark Bergmann. Kosidowski
was advisor to the senate and worked
closely with Bergmann.
Bergmann was also shocked and
commented, "Jon is the last person in
the world that I would have expected
this from. When we were told we all
reacted in the same way—with great

"Even though he has done good work for the students,
I don't think he is in a position anymore to tell kids right
from wrong when he doesn't know himself."

sadness."
"I still have a lot of respect and

The students' feelings were mixed.
Junior Eric Hass feels that
Kosidowski should have a psychiat-

See reaction, page

Look in this section for
The Senate Box: information
about what

Again, mostly sunny with a high
temurature at about 77 and the low
around 60 with low humidity.

Current Affairs
Analysis:

.TUDENT
ENATE
DATE..

New columnist:

Counseling Director Charles
Bentley has been appointed interim assistant to the Vice President
of Student Affairs.

The student senate will be appointing students to the All University Committee. The Committee representatives from the following committees: Academic
Computer Systems, Affirmative
action and Title IX Compliance,
Animal Subjects Used in Research,
Bookstore, Child Care, Commencement, Cultural Diversity,
Task Force on Enrollment Management, Financial Aid, Honors,
Human Subjects Used in Research,
Long Range Planning, Lyceum,
Parking Appeals, Parking Policy
and Regulations Principles and
Outcome Measures, Regional Coordination and Developmental
Council, Residency Appeals,
Residential College, and Strategic
Planning.

/it evaluation to see if his problem is
indeed a sickness.
"If it is, he deserves a second
chance, if not. He should be fired," he
said.
Others, however, believe that
Kosidowski should not return to his
position at Winona State and feels
that he would convey a bad image tc
the students he is responsible for advising.
Special Education major Cind)
Severson said, "Even though he hw
done good work for the students,

New in the
Winonan

ersraWrifedf,q,

Sunday:

The student senate will not issue anymore book loans for Fall
quarter. The senate issued an estimated $7,000 in loans. Students
with outstanding loans from last
spring are asked to pay them as
soon as possible. Loans, which is
subtracted from the amount that
student senate is allocated each
quarter to issue book loans, will be
assessed a 18 percent late fee

See Theft, page 4

Cindy Severson

Mostly sunny, low humidity
with high temuratures reaching 78
and a low in the upper '50s.

Student Senate President Mark
Bergmann is looking into putting
computers in the student union,
donating a few to clubs, such as
ASO and UPAC.

A university employee whc
helped with a fund raising event for
the Warrior Club in July notified WSU
President Darrell Krueger of the accounting discrepancies.
On August 6, after an audit by a
Minnesota State University System
official, Kosidowski told Krueger

Kosidowski incident shocks campus, colleagues

Saturday:

Any student who is interested
in attending the Minnesota State
University System Conference,
scheduled for October 17-18,
should contact the Winona State
University Student Senate. The
theme will be on enhancing undergraduate education.

dent affairs, said no action has been
taken on the resignation pending review of disciplinary alternatives.
"We haven't made up our minds
how to handle the situation yet," said
Krueger. "We will show great compassion on him and his family."

your Student Senate is
working on.
This section explains historical and factual background on national and international news events.
There are new opinion
columnists plus a new
sports columnist. There is
also a new record reviewer.

Tamberlain Jacobs/Winonan Staff

Parking fees are now a requirement for the various car lots In and around Winona State University.

New O.T. greets '91 Students must pay to park
freshmen to WSU Policy to be enforced this week
position of the newly named, Academic Orientation Leaders, were
screened, said Joe Reed, student activities director. To be accepted for
Freshman experienced both the the position they were required to
fun and seriousness of college life hold a 2.8 cumulative grade point
during this year's orientation.
average. Assistants had to hold a 2.5
New academically oriented ac- g.p.a.
tivities were added to this year's
This fall, instead of the normal torientation in addition to the usual shirts and steak dinners as rewards
softball games and pep rallies.
for helping with orientation, the fifty
One such change was the addition Academic Orientation Leaders reof faculty advisors to the second ceived t-shirts and fifty dollar cergroup meeting, said Barb Brown, di- tificates toward any purchase in the
rector of the Advising and Retention WSU bookstore. Assistants received
Center.
t-shirts only.
Each volunteer faculty member
Barb Brown, director of the Adwas asked to select an essay of their vising and Retention Center, said of
choice to share with their group of the Academic Orientation Leaders,
freshmen, said Brown, who helped "I think the student leaders had a
with orientation. A group discussion good attitude and were well trained
about the realities of college followed for their positions."
the reading of the essay.
These changes took place because
Another change was the addition the Winona State Administration
of a tour to the weekly process.
wanted freshman to be more acaOrientation teams were lead demically oriented.
around campus by their group leadThe academic changes began last
ers who pointed out places of interest spring when WSU faculty members
on campus, such as the library and proposed a more academically orithe counseling center.
ented freshman orientation.
Finally, three mini sessions were
Faculty members volunteered to
added to the week's itinerary, which be involved in the orientation process.
included topics on sexual assault,
Some of the activities retained from
substance abuse and stress/time years past were the pep rally, freshmanagement, Brown said.
man students cheering against each
Although most changes took place other and the University Programing
in the schedule, there were many Activities Committee (U-PAC)
changes behind the scenes also.
brought a comedian and a hypnotist
Three weeks before school was as entertainment for the week.
out last spring, all applicants for the

By MELINDA BELKA
Winonan News Reporter

SPELTZ
News Reporter

By TOM

As a result of a Minnesota State
Legislature mandate that all state
owned parking lots be self-supporting, students at Winona State University wishing to park in the campus
lots will be shelling out a few extra
dollars for that privilege.
Students had until last Friday to
apply for permits in the individual
lots, with one-third of the payment
due at that time and the balance to be
paid when the permit is issued to
them. There are three different classifications of lots, with prices ranging
from $45 per year to as much as $135
per year.
Shirley Mounce, coordinator of the
newly created Parking Services Department at WSU, said she is pleased
with how the process has been going
so far.
"Everything has been going very
good so far. We've had a very pleasant reaction from the students," she
said. "No one has really complained
to me about the amount (to park),"
Mounce said.
The lots are classified into three
sections: Group A (Maxwell, Memorial, Phelps, and Watkins); Group B
(Minne and tennis courts); and Group
C (Kryzsko, Maintenance, Sheehan
turnaround, and south Sheehan).
Yearly cost for "A" lots is $135, for
"B" is $75, and "C" costs $45. Group
A lots have 87 stalls, with that many

permits issued. "B" lots have 252 stalls
available, with 350 permits issued,
while "C" lots have 449 spaces
available, with 700 permits issued.
Mounce said that 108 people had
applied for "A" lots since Friday. That
will require a lottery drawing, which
was to be held Monday. Only 165
applications were received for "B"
lots, while 352 had been turned in for
Group "C" lot parking.
Mounce said that beginning September. 16, five student employees
will be patrolling the lots, enforcing
the regulations. If they find cars
parked illegally in the lots, or without proper permit identification
stickers or cards, they will issue citations. Penalties range from the common five dollar penalty for parking
without a permit to $100 for parking
illegally in a handicapped space.
Mounce emphasized there will be no
warning tickets issued, and that the
five dollar fine will increase to ten if
not paid within ten days.
Tom Grier, director of news services for WSU, said the University
wishes it didn't have to charge for the
parking.
"We wish we didn't have to, it's
purely a financial thing," he said. "All
the other state universities have been
charging for parking for quite a while.
Students here have gotten a heck of a
deal the last ten years because we
haven't charged. WSU doesn't want
to come off as big meanies. We are
forced to do this."

He said the funds from the parking charges will be used for maintenance of the lots and to pay the salaries of Mounce and the student employees.
Grier said, "The parking lots must
be entirely self sufficient. We cannot
take money from anywhere else to
support it."
He said the fund will probably not
make a profit in the first year, but
should see a nice return in the second
and third years. That money can then
be used for land acquisition for future
lots.
Mark Bergmann, student senate
president, said he has gotten mixed
reactions from students on the parking fees. He said, however, that the
no warning policy has worried him.
"That troubles me. It's only fair
when you have a massive policy
change, you need to be sensitive to
the students' needs," he said.
Due in large part to efforts by
Bergmann and the student senate,
the south Sheehan lot will be blacktopped this fall with money borro wed
from the Student Activities Fund Reserve. WSU President Darrell Krueger
has approved up to $60,000 from that
fund for the project, which also in-

See parking, page 2
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Parking
continued from page 1
eludes putting in a drainage system,
according to Bergman.
Another concern of Bergman's is
parking availability, or lack of it, at
the Central Lutheran Church lot,
which contains about 60 spaces. The
church decided to charge for those

spaces as well, but first offered them
free to their parishioners who attend
or work at WSU. Apparently, the
church has already given away 52 of
those spots, Bergman said, which
would leave less space for students
who have parked there in the past.
Dr. John Kane, Vice President of
Student Affairs, said he hopes to add
more parking spaces with the money.
11

We plan to close off the campus on
the green by Memorial Hall and make

a lot there. We will do that as soon as
the funds become available," he said.
Mounce said that if a student feels
he or she has been treated unfairly,
they have the right to take their case
to the parking violation appeals
committee.
"I'm a reasonable person. If they
have legitimate complaints or reasons, I'll try to help them out," she
said. 'People have to remember this
is new to us as well. I want people to
come and give us suggestions and let
us know how it is going."
Students who applied for permits
already can check with the parking
office in 205 Somsen this week to see
if they have been issued one. Any
permits left after that will be sold on
a first come, first serve basis.

Briefs:
NOTICE OF LOCATION CHANGE
The Academic Skills Center and Special Servics have moved to the first
floor of Phelps Hall.

MacTaggert to be
M.S.U.S. chancelor
By Dave Terpstra
News Reporter
As of May 29, the Minnesota State
University System is under a new
chancellor.
Dr. Terrence J. MacTaggert was
unanimously selected as the fifth
chancellor in the history of the Minnesota State University System
(M.S.U.S.). MacTaggert had previously been employed as chancellor of
the University of Wisconsin at Superior.
As chancellor of U.W.-Superior,
he initiated the "Superior Plan", an
academic quality initiative similar to
the M.S.U.S. Q-7 program.
In addition, he revised the general
education program and initiated
measures to increase the numbers of
well-prepared graduates and to im-

prove the recruitment and retention
of faculty, staff and minority students, especially those of Native
American descent.
Among MacTaggert's other accomplishments was the establishment of faculty and student exchange
programs developed with the Soviet
Union and Japan and the acastudies,
acting vice president for academic
affairs, acting dean of the College of
Liberal and Sciences, director of
General Studies and acting dean of
the College of Industry at St.Cloud
State University.
He has also held teaching positions at St. Cloud State, University of
Alaska-Fairbanks, Webster University (MO), St. Louis University (MO),
Ph.D. from St. Louis University.

Dr. Terrence J. MacTaggart

See Chancelor, page 3

FORSYTHE NAMED DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAM
Ruth Forsythe has been named Director of the International Studies
Program. Forsythe has been serving as interim director of the program
since the summer of 1990.
Forsythe's special expertise includes the Japanese language and she has
been heavily involved in the Minnesota State University System program
at Akita, Japan.

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
The Womens Resource Center will sponsor the 11th annual "Take Back
the Night" rally and march on Friday, September 20. Celebrate a Life
Without Fear, as the march will act as a public statement against violence
perpetrated against women and children.
All are invited to meet at 6:30 p.m. at Windom Park (corner of Huff and
Broadway).

Do You Want VISA

Current affairs anaylsis...
The Winonan will be featuring a new section in this area begining next week. It is called An
analysis of current affiars. and will serve as an informational essay about a current event in the news

either nationally or internationally. Historical background and a non-biased look at the differing
sides of the issue at
hand. If you are inter
ested in writing an article of no more than
STUDENT SERVICES PO BOX 2596 HOL LYWOOD FL 330221
& MasterCard Credit Cards?
600 words, please conNow you can have two of the most recognized and
tact Stuart Johnson at
I want VISA®/MASTERCARD® Credit
accepted credit cards in the world...VIsa® and MasterCard®
the Winonan any time
credit cards..."in your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
Cards. Enclosed find $15 which is 100% refundable if not
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
this year. Just call and
approved immediately.
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
we will talk about a
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
NAME
topic. History and PolitiSTORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINMENTEMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTScal Science majors
ADDRESS
HOTELS—MOTELS—CAS—CAR RENTALSespecially encouraged
REPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!
CITY
STATE ZIP
1
to participate.
GUARANTEED'
PHONE
S.S.st
1
Thanks!
VISA/MASTERCARD
GUARANTEED ISSUE
SIGNATURE

YES!

OR SNOWY BACK

Approval absolutely guaranteed so

NOTE: MasterCard Is a registered trademark of MasterCard International Inc.
Visa Is a registered trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA International
Services Association.

100% GUARANTEED!

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY
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]Drop/Add: long lines, closed classes
B y JASON SCHOON
Virinonan News Reporter

Students on Thursday faced long
lines once again this quarter at
"Drop /Add" leaving some wanting
to know what the University was
doing to improve the situation.
Winona State University Regis
tra r, Stewart Shaw, said that the university has "...tried to compensate
for the difficulty of getting classes by
asking faculty to increase by ten percent the number of seats in each class,
which they did."
He said that students this year
have a slightly better chance of getting the classes because of the ten
per cent increase.
!Shaw said that what he would
like to see is better software, rather
than additional personnel and terminals. Shaw did not elaborate further on the issue, but cited other
areas where steps have been taken to
help people get classes.
"We added nine large classes that
Freshmen could at least get." He
said "Those classes, held in Somsen
Aud itorium and the small theater in
the Performing Arts Center, offer
newer students the opportunity to

Pi

O, ,,
X

4
1
t !

?

"I'm a little more than upset."

Rosanna Kumpf

pick up a course if everything else is
closed."
Despite that, there were still complaints on the first day of "Drop/
Add."
"I just need one business class to
graduate—four credits and I've had
no luck at all. This is hell," said Bryan
Schroeder, senior business major.
Pat Wilson would like to see the
old method returned saying, "Things
were a lot easier a few years ago,
when the University ran drop/add
with just one computer."
Rosanna Kumpf was another student who ran into a problem with the
computer system as well as a newly
assessed fee.
Kumpf had obtained a permission
slip to enter a course. She says she
went through the computer system-

and the system told her the class did
not exist. Kumpf then had to make
several trips around campus to try to
resolve the matter having to meet
with: a dean, a department office, her
faculty advisor, and the instructor,
only to proceed through "Drop/Add"
again.
"I'm a little more than upset." she
said.
Kumpf maintains that part of the
problem was that she lost her courses
over the summer due to a new policy,
instituted to help students get into a
class which had been left vacant by a
student who decides not to return for
fall quarter.
The university began requiring
that students pay a $75.00 fee by Aug.
12 in order to hold their preregistered
courses. Kumpf says she didn't know

about it and said that it wasn't consistent with past University policy.
Sarah Krahn paid her $75.00—but
one of the classes she put on hold for
fall quarter was dropped over the
summer.
Krahn stood in line for drop/
add Thursd ay because she had been
told that she still had to officially'
drop the course and add another.
Shaw says that while he has never
had a forum to advise students on
strategies for attending drop/add he
offered this advice.
"Students with class permit cards
could wait because they are guaranteed entrance to a class and wouldn't
have to come to "Drop/Add" on the
first day. Then there would be shorter
lines, and they'd get better service."
One student feels that mass registration is a safer bet than 'Drop/Add."
Ed Hurley went through mass
registration for fall quarter and was
able to get all of his classes on the first
try, including an often full Mass
Communications course, Broadcast
Writing.
See Drop, page 4

COMPLIMENTARY TANNING SESSION

Manager — Jim Hearon
523 Huff St. • Winona, MN 55987 • (507) 452-7133
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FREE COURTESY CARS
Sorry about the "Bumps"...Please stop in for a free estimate
— if we're priviledged with your repair,
we'll give you $25.00 toward a night on the town.

ow open at noon on

urn ay.
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At TCF, we give you the kind of break you need. Our Totally Free Checking* accounts have no
monthly service charges. And no minimum balance requirements, either.
You also get the convenience of a TCF EXPRES5 TELLER card, usable at more than 300 cash machines in
Minnesota, including most major college campuses, area shopping centers and Target stores. And we'll
give you a Totally Free Gift, just for opening your account.
Altogether, banking with us gets you a set of breaks that can really cut the high cost of being totally broke.

TCF BANK
11CF Esa'RESS TELLER_
TCF Bank
Lafayette and 5th St.
452-5202

TCF ExpREss II:my located at
Krysko Student Union

Minnesota's Student Loan Leader—Lender Code 821728
'Customer pays for check printing.

Our new healthy chicken cooked in
100% cholesterol free vegetable oil.
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Fast Hot Delivery
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State college funds
Gay/ Lesbian club victorious
cut--hurt students
Organization wins acceptance to A.S.O.
By LANA SWANCUTT
Assistant News editor
ELLE NEWMAN
Winonan News Reporter
The ramifications from Governor
Arnie Carlson's (IR) announced budget cuts last January are now visible,
as cuts in faculty and administrative
positions at Winona State University
went into effect this fall.
The cuts terminated 54.51 univer
sity positions, 25 of those positions
involved faculty, including 12 early
retirements. The remaining cuts involve fixed-term faculty positions,
professionals from the community to
teach certain course under contractadjunct professors.
Tom Grier, director of WSU news
services, said that the the number of
position cuts and the number of employees cut are not interchangeable.
Although some employees did
lose their jobs, many full-time jobs
were reduced to part-time, other positions involved fixed term employees whose contracts were up.
Grier said that although there was
a tremendous cut in adjunct funding,
it wasn't completely eliminated. It's
actually a little better (situation than
expected ), because some of the money
was returned."
Gary Janikowski, director of human services, organized layoff informational meetings in the midst of last
year's budget crisis and said that these
cuts mean, "more work will have to
be done with fewer people."
According to Janikowski, many
departments, such as: the English,
Mathematics, and Communication

and Theater Arts Departments, which
rely heavily on adjunct faculty will be
hurt the worst by the cuts.
Janikowski said, "-We don't anticipate any (future faculty cuts), we certainly hope we won't have any."
Otto Frank, Dean of Education,
who has is also acting as interim Dean
for the Liberal Arts departments, is
one of a few professors who has
stepped in to fill vacancies. The obvious problem with these cuts has been
class
overloading. "We're offering as
many classes but as you know we've
had to offer 'mega' sections. " said
Frank.
Dennis Nielsen, dean of science
and engineering, wasn't concerned
with the affects of the cuts on his

department.The two fixed-term math
positions cut resulted is larger classes
and fewer classes offered in the lower
division classes. "So far the cuts have
had only a moderate affect on the
department," Nielsen said.
Student Senate President Mark
Bergman who met with President
Darrell Krueger and Vice President
of Student Affairs John Kane this
summer to discuss the budget crisis,
"I think the university took a bleak
outlook to prepare everyone for the
wo:st," he said.
According to Bergman, the cut
initially affected approximately 15
percent of faculty and administrative
university employees, but some of
those positions cut were reinstated.
The security of these positions is
not yet known.
The Minnesota Higher Education
System (MHES) submitted a new bill
proposing less stringent cuts. Although Carlson vetoed that bill,
MHES challenged the validity of the
veto. The district court held that the
veto was improper. Carlson has since
appealed that decision to the Minnesota Supreme Court.
The Court's decision is due in
October.

Reaction
Continued from page 1
don't think he is in the position anymore to tell kids right from wrong
when he doesn't know himself."
Steve Juaire, Faculty Senate President, feels strongly that Kosidowski
should be allowed to return, believing that there is no merit in charging
Kosidowski.
He said, "We live in a society that
helps individuals. This is a non-violent crime. If a person is healed he
should be able to come back."

Chancelor
Continued from
Blackburn College (IL), and
Steilacoom Community College
(WA).
MacTaggert earned his M.A. and
Ph.D. from St. Louis University.

Drop
Continued from page 3

"Actually, I've gone through it
three or four times, and got everything I wanted on the first try. Drop/
add has never paid off f o r

By ANDY THANGASAMY
Winonan News Reporter
During the final student senate
meeting last spring on May 15, the
senate reversed a highly controversial
decision by unanimously approving
the 'improved' constitution of GLAD
( Gay and Lesbian Alliance for Dignity) . Only the week before , the
senate had turned down the original
constitution of the newly - formed
gay rights and awareness group on
the basis that it ' lacked substance.'
It is necessary for new clubs and
organizations on campus to have a
constitution ratified before the student senate before they are admitted
to the Alience of Student Organizations (ASO).
Several senators who voted
against it point out that there was no
provision in the original constitution
to impeach faulting officers . GLAD
members acknowledge this defect but
ask why they should be singled out
while many other constitutions of
student clubs on campus carry similar
defects.
GLAD members also expressed
surprise that their original constitution drew such attention from the
student senate, club constitutions
often are normally passed without
discussion or debate.
Senator Jim Hudson said that the
senate "most likely scrutinized it (as
a) result of the controversial organization."
He questioned the allegations of
homophobia in the senate by saying
that several members of the senate
offered to help GLAD draw up a

homophobic feelings. "I didn't have
a problem with it, ( senators ) have to
get over it." Mark Bergman, presently
student senate president, had the
similar feelings, "very unfair ", referring to the rejection of the initial
constitution adding that there was
"some bias on the part of a few
(senators )."
Reacting to the senate's decision
to approve GLAD' s later constitution,
many GLAD members believe the
senate had to act positively in their
favor due to what was identified as
"pressure on the senate by students
and faculty."
One senator, however, who
wished not to be named, believed
that the latter constitution was passed
only because of its merit, i.e. the '

lacking clause ' was added .
Carswell will maintain that "pressure ( affects ) the way you vote on it."
Yet, this incident has left a lot of
GLAD members bitter with last year's
senate .
Smith says, "I don't think they
(senators) wanted to see this group
exist on campus ."
Ann Burfeind , former senator and
presidential candidate, criticized last
year's senate by saying, "It is easy to
hide behind small formalities."
Yet, there is optimism in GLAD as
Jennifer Pettit, member, put it, "It is a
big step - a big change ."
Presently GLAD is working to
provide support and advice to gay
and lesbian students as well as providing information to the Winona

community .

Theft
continued from page 1
about his misuse of the money.
It was repaid in full by Kosidowski
the weekend of August. 24 before the
information became public, said
Krueger.
"The repayment was not a response to public reaction," he added
"Mr. Kosidowski had cooperated
fully with the university and club
officials," said Kane. "It appears his
actions are related to a sickness every
bit as crippling as alcoholism. "
.

.

Patience

"better" constitution only to be refused by GLAD members.
Dean Lanz , a founding member
of GLAD , alleges that "this was the
senate's attempt to tell us what they
wanted in the constitution."
"The offer to help draw up another constitution was really patronizing." said Heather Smith , another
founding member of GLAD.
Senate officers, Treasurer, Ed
Zachary, who initially voted against
the ratification of GLAD 's constitution, and Lisa Rainwater, Senate Vice
President, declined comment on the
issue.
However, Steve Carswell , the
student senate president last year ,
seemed to believe that many of the
senators did indeed harbor

Deb Benedett/Co-photo editor
Chris Madsen, sophomore undecided major, takes time out to relax and reorganize his drop/adci materials while other students stand In line.

THREE 'THINGS
YOU NEVER DROP.

A TOUCHDOWN PASS.

A BEAUTIFUL WOMAN.

A COLD BUD.

NOTHING BEATS A BUDWEISER 4(
IAIENDf KNOW WHEN TO SAY W11.4.
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0 inion
Changes...

Race Relations

During the 1980's, many important events took place affecting minorities
in the United States. The Civil Rights laws of the 1960s were slowly scraped
either by government intervention or by the court system.
Many government programs designed to help minorities off of the Federal Welfare system were eliminated. The Reagan years, as the 1980s were
called by many, also seemed to usher in new and resurgent feelings of dislike
towards other races. These feelings may have been the catalyst which
brought about a wave of dangerous outbreaks of racial incidents which
spread across the nations' institutions of higher learning.
What is really going on with racial attitudes within the United States?
How do race relations stand at the present time? Is America finally attempting
to become the melting pot which it has so valiantly characterized itself since
its formation? Or are all of these new gestures of racial harmony merely token
efforts by the majority to ease overworked conscious problems?
Each week this column will give a different perspective on many issues
within the United States, which this columnist feels have not been properly
or sufficiently addressed by the media. This week the focus is on the current
trends in race relations between blacks and whites from 1980 to the present.
When the election of 1980 was over, many Americans felt relieved for they
believed that in Ronald Reagan they had elected a strong leader who was
ready and able to guide the U.S. back into the position of world leader. For
minorities though, the Reagan years proved to be filled with major setbacks
in Civil Rights legislation and the resurfacing of negative attitudes throughout
the U.S. towards those of a different color.
Many government programs which were designed to give underprivileged
minorities a chance to get out of the ghetto and back into mainstream America
were cut-off in favor of a healthier defense budget. Many of these programs,
which were designed to help single parent working mothers pay for child
care while they worked, were either eliminated or funding was severely cutback. Therefore these mothers were forced back into the federal system of
welfare with nowhere else to turn. Other recipients of these social programs
who were in desperate need were told that they no longer met the new
standards and therefore were cut-off. Many of these individuals who were
members of the nations mental institutions were left with no where to turn
but the downtown streets of the major cities. These people now makeup the
nations homeless population which continues to grow steadily within the

By Steve Carswell

United States.
Some people have expressed the opinion that pouring money into these
social programs is like throwing money away. I would ask these same people
to consider the amount of money which was wasted in bailing out the Savings
and Loan program. Other questions arise about the over-expenditures within
the nation's defense program and other government bureaucracy that has
gone astray. It seems that these dollars could have been more wisely spent to
help out people who are attempting to become part of the working class
American society.
Other concerns which were downplayed by the American media during
these years were the stereotypical ways in which minorities were portrayed
by the media.
When the present crack epidemic became widespread throughout the
United States, blacks in particular were portrayed as the sole organizers,
dealers, and sellers, of crack cocaine. Whenever undercover sting operations
were performed by police, the faces of black males were always very visible
upon the television screen therefore reinforcing the stereotypical belief that
blacks were the vagrants of society. These types of images were continuously
presented to the American public thereby leading to many poor images of the
black race in general.
One major milestone which occurred during the early 1980s which helped
to portray a more positive image of the black race was accomplished by a Las
Vegas comedian named William Cosby Jr.
In 1984, Bill Cosby marketed his idea of a television series based upon an
upper middle class family living in Brooklyn, New York around to the three
major television stations. Only the National Broadcasting Corporation (NBC)
accepted the show as a feasible concept. The other networks rejected it on the
premise that an all black show in America would not sell to the public or
advertisers. The show was an instant success.
This milestone set forth by The Cosby Show set in motion a series of
dramatic events in American society. First, it showed the networks that a
black show was profitable. Secondly, it gave a positive image to many white
Americans about the true id entity of many blacks within the society. Thirdly,
it gave a positive role model for many other blacks within the black
community, and finally it opened the door for many other black entertainers
within show business.

Soon after the introduction of The Cosby Show, black shows began
poppingup left and right on the other two major networks. Soon a commercial could not be seen without at least one black person present. Even allwhite Music Television (MTV) came around and began playing black rap
videos. This soon lead to the misconception by many whites that blacks only
listened to rap music therefore leading to a new stereotype.
As an extension of the new black-based profit belief, Hollywood too
opened its doors to a few black films. Although only five or more were
released in 1991 out of the hundreds of movies released every year, they were
met with great fanfare. Even the critics jumped on the new black profit
bandwagon and gave strong ratings to these new black films. Based upon this
new acceptance many films did good showings at the box office. However,
as soon as violence became present at a theater showing one of these black
films, suddenly these highly praised films became the targets of sharp
criticism and some were even taken out of certain theaters. It was as if the
establishment wanted blacks to know that they could always open and close
the door.
Where do we stand now? With this new enthusiasm with the black race,
how good are race relations? Do these feelings only run surface deep like the
skin color that all of us wear? Or is there genuine interest in a race that was
forced to leave its homeland in bondage only to be outcast in its new society?
People that were made to learn a different system of life had to struggle
to survive only because they wore a different pigment of skin color.
Sometimes it seems that race relations are getting better until I go into a
store and shop and a security guard follows me around the entire time I am
there. Or when the type of service received in a store is lukewarm compared
to my white counterparts. There are other times when I do see certain blacks
being accepted into American society but still others who are stereotyped
because they do not have light skin and white features.
It seems as if blacks are the new flavor of the month at your local ice cream
store and most want to see what it's all about. I do not want to be a fad like
some pair of jeans that goes in and out of style as the years pass. Blacks and
other minorities should be treated just like anyone else for do they not eat,
sleep, cry, feel pain and hurt like everyone else ? It was God who decided
color, and brown was the color he chose for me. Society calls me black.

Lock and Key
By Jason Schoon
Columnist
When I got the idea to put together
a column for this newspaper, I had a
lot of clear ideas of what I wanted to
write about. They say you should
write about "what you know." Admittedly, I don't know anything. Why
let that stop you?
I have decided to call it Lock
and Key. It's stolen from a Rush
song, so, hopefully, I won't be sued.
First, let's get this business of who I
am out of the way. I'm 22, a residentstudent of Winona, and my background is more related to radio than
newspapers.
I went to work for KWNO last
fall and learned to write news stories,
mostly out of fear and terror, and I
learned to interview people and filed
over 30 stories with the AP broadcast
desk. I also got a number of audio
cuts on the Minnesota News Network. Now, though, I work at U.S.
Sprint.
GROUND RULES: A columnist should lay down some rules of
conduct and adhere to them. I resolve to never, ever make up facts
unless it would make a column more
interesting than if I told the truth. I
believe you can invent things that
seem possible, and I believe you can
report the facts in a way that can
make them entertaining. I also believe you can destroy a large community with enough heavy equipment,
but that's something that I really can't
comment on at this time. (I can say
that, surprisingly, I'm pretty good
with a bulldozer.)

No top ten lists. I think the
genre is dead and should be buried.
People who think it's a
groundbreaking use of humor
should be used to test airbags in fiery
Volkswagen crashes.
No song lyrics. Usually, a columnist will quote the greats, either
Dylan, Morrison, or sometimes even
a rap artist. No song lyrics, never,
ever, ever. Except maybe Neil
Young's "...It's better to burn out
than it is to rust..." or maybe the
Stranglers: "...And the first cornmandment reads, that Human flesh
and blood is sacred, until there is no
more food..."
So. We'll talk about politics,
music, the media, life as a beer zombie, the fall of communism and the
rise of partyism, corpses under the
Wilkie, Cuban Guerrillas in the bluffs,
and whatever else. I plan to write
extensively on the 1992 Presidential
elections, which may turn out to be
the most important in our history.
I'll also write about not-so-serious
things. I also hope to further my
theory that certain high rises in
Winona are sinking and pose great
risks to burrowing animals. Call me
a crusader, call me a madman, but
hey—I care.
My belief is that if you're going
to write, write something that will
make someone react. Make it so
their loved ones find them with a
gun in one hand, a bottle of whiskey
in the other, and what you've written clenched in their teeth.
In the words of the immortal
Dr. Hunter Stockton Thompson, "Res
Ipsa Loquitor. Let the Good Times
Roll."

The Antagonists

ticians are equally evil, so you don't have to worry about
me espousing any political doctrine. That also goes for
student elections, so don't even bother trying to bribe me,
candidates.
7. It's My Senior Year. Every senior with a column
babbles on and on about what a magical time they've had
at WSU, and how valuable all their experiences will be in
the real world. Sentimental crap. We both know I'll be
pleased as punch to get the heck out of here, and we'll
leave it at that.

While eating lunch one day late this summer, I
chatted with an old acquaintance of mine and brought
up the fact that I would be a columnist in this year's
Winonan. I told him it was going to be different from
the typical column, dealing with new and exciting
topics, exploring areas never ventured into by anyone
sane.
"Uh-huh," he said, "and I suppose you're going to
start your first column by saying how different it's
going to be."
"Well, yeah, something like that," I replied.
"And you'll do a column about what a pain preregistration is. And one on the parking problem. And
one on cafeteria food. And one on rising tuition costs.
And one on..." Well, you get the idea.
Suffice it to say, that by the time our conversation
was over, I had little faith that I could come up with
anything original for one column, let alone a whole
yearful. After giving it some serious thought I decided that the best way to deal with this problem
would be to start off with a clean slate.
So allow me to present my list of Top Ten Cliched
Column Topics and/or Gimmicks. Once these puppies are out of the way, we can get on to some real
meaty columns. Drum roll please, Anton.
10. Top Ten Lists and/or David Letterman Ripoffs. There are enough untalented buffoons ripping
Letterman off, we don't need any more at this paper.
Well, after I finish this one, that is.
9. Campus Parking sucks. This is so obviously true
that if I had to write a whole column on it, you and I
would both be snoozing before we got through
paragraph one.
8. Democrats/Republicans suck. I think all poli-

6. Cafeteria food. This topic is stiflingly boring, even
though it's a good rabble rouser. Truth be told, I have
never even eaten in the cal, so I'm no judge anyway.
5. Winona's Such a Lovely Town. Usually at least one
of every columnist's weekly bantering is devoted to how
lovely the bluffs and the river are, and how lucky we all are
to live here. Not so from me. I say cover it all with concrete,
and let's make a go-cart track out of it.
4. Preregistration sucks. Everyone, I mean everyone,
writes about this at one point or another, so why should I
have to? Besides for those of us who remember the old
days, with card stations and even longer lines, this new
computer thing ain't half bad.
3. The New Class Schedule Sucks. While still a fresh
idea in itself (this being the first implementation of said
schedule), it's been harped on so much that it's a dead
issue. While I have to ask myself why they couldn't wait
just one more year to try it out, it's simply something we
all have to live with.
2. Send Those Cards and Letters.The poor writer's plea.
If you have to ask for feedback, you don't deserve any. So
I'll only say this once: if you agree or disagree with me,
hate me, think I'm cute, clever, or any of the above, and
really feel I need to know about it, then by all means write
to me, care of this paper. I'm not saying I'll respond or even
acknowledge them, but stranger things have happened.
1. I'm So Pleased to Have Been Chosen Columnist.
The broad statement that's true for about three weeks,
then becomes a bitter irony. Take it from me, writing a
column even every two weeks is a pain in the butt, so just
imagine what a weekly one will be like. Come to think
about it, I wonder how I got stuck with this job...
Well, that's it. I'm hoping that with all the hackneyed
junk out of the way, we'll have lots of space for innovative
ideas and some truly interesting topics. Then again, a
handy cliche is nice to fall back on now and again.
I shall commence my drive for originality next week by
tackling an issue that is generally shied away from by most
columnists: organized religion. Stay tuned and watch the
sparks fly. After all, what good is a title like The Brink if
you're not willing to stand on it?

Why Do We Need A Sports Program?
AGAINST VARSITY SPORTS
PROGRAM
By RANDAL McDOWELL
Special to the Winonan
Games or education, which will it
be?
Each and everyone of us on this
campus has been directly affected by
Governor Are Carlson's budget
cuts.
This school as well as the entire
state university system need s to make
a choice of providing the highest
quality education it can within their
budgetary constraints.
Maintaining a varsity sports program on this campus channels funds
away from the intellectual needs of
the students. We all know how difficult it is to find the necessary materials at our library; as well as a dramatic
reduction in class selection and
qualified faculty.
Come on! What is a university
without a curriculum broad enough
to allow you to graduate within four

years while at the same time providing us a faculty qualified to teach.
We simply need to prioritize our
needs at Winona State.
My antagonist would argue that
WSU offers the least in athletic
scholarships as well as funds allocated toward varsity sports.
For this reason he maintains we
should have nothing to complain
about. Other arguments in support
of a varsity sports program are that
sports help in providing school spirit,
that by having a team, the students
can be proud of their university regardless of their record . But we know
as a whole how much the student
body here supports varsity sportsnot.
At a university this size, why isn't
there simply an intramural sports
program? Which is, by the way, almost entirely self-funded. These intramural sports programs would
offer all interested individuals the
opportunity of participating in a
sport while at the same time not

absorbing excessive funds away from
the academic needs of the same student body.
It is painfully obvious that in this
time of budgeting constraints we must
channel funds and our concerns to
the viability of our intellectual base
and its cultivation thereof. And this
we are presently not doing.
We students are being cheated by
not having enough faculty, staff,
classes, books and other academic
resources while quarter after quarter
we are laden with fees that are unnecessary or at least would be reduced
dramatically with the elimination of
the $700,000 varsity sports program.
A university is a place of higher
education and an expression of that
education. We need to understand
that sports are secondary and academics are first. Neither I nor you
will have a new book in the library for
two years—that is real—think about
it.
I wonder—will the football team
get new pads?

FOR A VARSITY SPORTS
PROGRAM
By BRYAN LEMONDS
Special to the Winonlan

When I was asked to write this
article, I thought that this could be an
endless argument of where our
money should be spent. Although it
is, I have some strong opinions of
why some of it should be spent on
sports.
My first reason is a very simple
point.
Sports offer an education that no
other class can offer. It offers one an
insight on how the real world works.
A sport can offer one an education on team work, team goals, relationships, and sometimes a sample
of failure due to commitment. And
most of all, it provides a stress reliever
(sometimes) and best friends for life.
My second reason is more global.
Every year I hear people complaining about getting a better edu-

cated America. If it were not for
sports at the university level, a good
percentage of student/athletes
would not be here getting an education. Lets face it, some people decide to go to school to extend their
competitive sports career.
The third reason is, unfortunately, supportive of our administration.
By making a conservative guess,
I think that our student population
is comprised of at least 10% of athletes. That is a big chunk of students
who pay tuition, other school fees
and unwillingly support our book
store.
My fourth reason is because the
students want sports here at Winona
State.
I went to the last home football
game and had to sit in the aisle because of the full capacity crowd.
What we need is more money to
build a stadium that better fits our
needs as athletes and students.
Another important point to make

is that sports are needed to support
different majors. What would the
athletic trainers use to practice on?
How good will our future teacher/
coaches be in their careers, if they
had no sports to experiment with in
their past. Lets face it, sports are a
vital part of the overall education.
My last reason is that I am sick of
hearing about how the Midwest is
full of fat, ugly and homely looking
people. If it were not for sports, there
would be 10 percent more students
going home after classes to watch
soap operas and eat twinkies.
Then in a couple of years without
sports, the school would have to put
money into a health program to keep
all of the fat people alive from all of
their heart diseases and flat feet.
Sports all over the country install
a certain pride in a school and makes
the environment more positive.
So lets have a little more pride in
our sports programs, and not argue
that money should be spent else
where, because it is.

Editorial
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Can we keep Kosidowski?

J
I

With the Assistant to the Vice President of Student Affairs, Jon Kosidowski's recent infraction involving the
embezzlement of over $10,000 to finance what appears to be a gambling habit, there are indeed some difficult
questions whose answers need to be decided upon.
These answers will set a precedent for future infractions of similar nature, should they arise. It is for this reason
that the university needs to be as objective as possible as disciplinary measures are chosen and enacted.
Kosidowski has a long history both at this university as well as with the community, making objectivity for
many- including President DarrellKrueger and ViCe President of Student Affairs, John Kane- extremely difficult.
The gambling addiction has been said to be as dangerous and difficult to contend with as alcoholism and drug
addiction. While this may indeed be the case and therefore a disease, an incident involving theft in such an
excessive amount cannot be excused due to a personal dilemma.
If anyone else in any position on this campus, a corporation, or government were to commit the same crime,
termination would have to be the consequence.
There would still be sympathy and concern for the perpetrator's family and his/her physical and mental
health, but retention of an employee whose position is so dependent upon the trust of both students and the
administration is implausible.
Many of us have had contact with Kosidowski over the years and have even been appreciative of his efforts,
this goes without saying, but this point is not at issue.
One cannot possibly rationalize keeping an employee whose position includes imposing disciplinary actions
upon students when he himself cannot live up to basic ethical boundaries.
The time to seek help was not after an audit by a state official who forced Kosidowski to admit to the crime.
One would surely hypothesize that the thievery would have continued for an indefinite period of time had such
an audit not occurred.
In the future when a similar situation arises, and it probably will at some point unfortunately, are we going to
excuse it based on the number of friends one has within the organization? Too often we see exactly this being the
case as people in positions of power and influence receive special treatment because of who they know.
Let this not be the case here.
Kosidowski should perhaps seek treatment for his gambling disease but to reinstate him in his position
immediately after that takes place is absurd.
We as a student body cannot assume that he is in fact "cured," as this kind of disease never is, rather it is in a
perpetual state of recovery. His state of recovery could be assessed at some point down the road, and
reinstatement considered, if the situation deems necessary.
Justice deserves to be served to both Kosidowski and the Winona State University community and that means
developing a precedent that can be followed encompassing all with special privilege to none.
At an institution of higher learning and intellectual development, let us begin here taking a difficult but mature
and modern stance on the genuine issue. That issue has become whether or not to let a colleague go due to an
extreme case in poor judgment in addition to the seriousness of the infraction and the consequences to the
university and state education system as a whole.

From the Editor
Welcome back students, faculty and staff. Although this school year has already had some setbacks, I think it will
be one of the greatest in WSU history yet.
Why's that?
Because the best campus newspaper is getting better. This year's staff has changed and added to the paper to make
it more informative to better serve you, our audience.
We've added the Senate Box to keep you informed and updated on the weekly meetings of the WSU Student
Senate. Look for it in the news section of the paper. The senate makes many policies that directly affect the daily
business of campus. They also control how your student fees are used.
The senate wants to know what the students feel about issues. I encourage everyone to become more interested
in campus issues. Bring ideas or complaints to the senate, they will welcome the input. Remember, they have been
elected to serve you.
Another new aspect of the paper is The Antagonists, where both sides of an issue that affects this campus or the
world will be presented. Our readers will be able to see both sides of an argument to compare ideas. In today's world,
it is very important to hear both sides of a story to make an decision.
If you have an issue you'd like discussed or would like to discuss an issue in this section, contact me, Becky, in
the Winonan office.
I hope you enjoy the new columnists for the year. Steve Carswell's Changes... will make you think about issues
facing the world today while on the lighter side, Lock and Key and The Brink will make you smile. Don't count on this
forever though, both Jason Schoon and Steve Danuser will take tough on more serious subjects as the year goes by.
Although not in the first issue, Forum, a place for students and faculty to express their ideas about the world in
which we live, has been kept. If you are interested in writing for this section, once again, come on down to the Winona
office.
I would personally like to thank all of my editors and staff for their hard work and time spent working on this first
Issue. You guys are the best!

Becky Milton
Editor in Chief
Winonan
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Letters to the Editor
Americans are
apathetic to
history in the
making
Dear Editor,

The great disappointment taking place in America today is the
apathy we Americans seem to exhibit toward the historic events taking place in the Soviet Union.
It's easy to blame those responsible; the networks followed the
Gulf War with strong visuals and
short sound bites our poor educational system, and the crass materialism of American youth.
This is nothing new. Americans
have raised pragmatism to a high
virtue. It's only in recent decades
that we have shown any interest in
events beyond our own shores.
Prior to WWII, unless directly attacked, we would stay out of international concerns. We were disinterested unless "our" concerns were
threatened. In fact, the containment
of communism was defined in terms
of a feared invasion of the U. S..
This lack of interest can't be
blamed on the schools directly but,
more precisely, we have created an
educational system that is nothing
more than a vast job training program. Our parents sent us to school
not to become educated but to receive training for a job.
It should, therefore, be no surprise that Americans can more
readily identify Michael Jordan than
James Baker HI or Vaclav Havel.
You would be hard-pressed to
find someone on an American street
who can tell you whereEl Salvador
is located much less who we supported and why.
To the majority of Americans,
World. War II is part of an unread

history book. Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union are far away and
quite irrelevant.
America's ethnocentrism is
alarming. The cold war created
not only cold minds but cold
hearts. The problem lies within
each and every one of us. We care
only about what we see as relevant or useful, or worse, we look
for something that is entertaining.

The student senate is here to represent your interests, so please stop
by the office and let us know what
you think. Remember, you are the
main consumer at Winona State, and
like any other consumer, speak up
when you don't think that you are
getting what you paid for. Working
together, we can make a difference
at WSU.

Mark Bergmann, President
WSU student senate.

Wake up America, those
unread history books will record
your actions.

Randal L. McDowell
International political
science major

Bergmann
welcomes new
and returning
students
Dear Editor,

I would like to take this opportunity to welcome the new and
returning students to Winona
State. I hope that all of you had a
fun and productive summer. The
summer proved to be a challenging and productive time for the
student senate. We worked on
several issues that dealt with student financial aid, library and
Baldwin lounge hours, campus
security and parking.
If you would like to work on
any of these issues, or other issues
that could bring positive change
about at WSU, please consider
running for the student senate.
We will be having our annual fall
elections on Oct. 1. Applications
are due on Sept. 24 at noon and are
available in the student senate office in Kryzsko Commons.

Arizona
prisoner hopes
for student
pen pals
Dear Editor,

My name is Larry Evans, and I
am a prisoner at the Arizona State
Prison. I would like to find a
couple of pen pals.
I have been in prison for the
past sixteen years. I lost contact
with all my family and friends
years ago.
Everything I once knew in the
"Free-World" is gone. And to be
honest with you, I am never going to get out.
I'm desperate to write to someone, anyone.
With all this time on my hands,
I'd very much like to correspond
and share experiences with anyone willing to write and share
their time.
If anyone is interested, please
write to: Larry Evans, P.O. box B36165, Arizona State Prison, Florence, Arizona 85232.

Larry Evans

The Winonan, Winona State University's student newspaper Is written, edited, managed
and financed by and for the students of Winona State University. The Winonan generates
60 percent of Its income through advertising sales. The remaining money Is provided
through student activity fees as a subscription rate.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of facts from letters written for
publication. Deadline for all submissions is Friday noon prior to publication.
Subscriptions for persons outside the university are available from the business
manager for $20 annually. Address all correspondence to:
Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko Commons, Winona, MN, 55987. Phone is (507)
457-5119. The Winonan is rated and a member of the associated College Press as an "Al IAmerican" newspaper. The Winonan Is recognized annually as an award-winning newspaper
in individual and as a whole by the Minnesota Better newspaper Association, the American
Scholastic Press Association, and the Society of Professional Journalists. Contents of the
Winonan are copyrighted and may not be reproduced without permission.
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The most reusable piece of plastic on campus.

The AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Once you

have one, you'll never need to apply for another. And it's the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct.

•

What's more, if you get your Calling Card now, you'll get a free hour's worth of AT&T long distance calling!' ❑ Of course, when you use

your Calling Card you'll always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T ❑ And when you get your Calling
•

Card, you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students time

and money. ❑ So, as you see, there's only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card in today's college environment. Indispensable.

Aum•-■INIEW

AT&T

Get an AT&T Calling Card today, call 1 800 654-0471, Ext. 4811.
11■1■

.

'Good for one hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91. Offer limited to one S8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per student. Offer valid through June 30, 1992.
C)1991 AT&T
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Varlet
Hughes displays a variety
of unusual art sculptures
Artist exhibition to last one month
BY SARAH ROE
Variety Reporter
The artwork of sculptor John Hughes is being displayed in the Paul Watkins Gallery at Winona State
University from now until September 26, Monday
through Friday between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
The exhibit opened on September 5 with a slide
lecture by the artist.
Hughes' sculptures are made of brass, steel, wood,
wax, linen and
screen which bring
to mind objects of
bone, skin and
other natural materials made by
tribal cultures.
Anne Scott
Plummer, an art

interacting with objects or words, people tend to choose
words and lean on them like a crutch," Hughes said.
By not having a title on his sculptures there are no words
to distract or take away from them, said Hughes.
"Everyone brings different things to the artwork and
takes away different things and that is good," Hughes said.
"It is important that my sculptures give off a positive outlook."
He encourages people of all ages, regardless of their
knowledge of art,
to come and view
the sculptures.
Hughes hopes
that the sculptures
will help people to
"get in touch with
the maker inside of
themselves."
The artwork of Hughes has also been displayed in
London, Philadelphia and Chicago.
Hughes went to the Tyler School of Art at Temple
University in Philadelphia where he double majored in
glass blowing and sculpture.
He is now attending graduate school at the University
of Wisconsin.

"Everyone brings different things to the artwork
and takes away different things and that is
good," Hughes said. "It is important that my
sculptures give off a positive look."
John Hughes

professor at Winona State, invited Hughes to display his
work after seeing it in an art gallery in Madison, Wisconsin.
"His work has a poetic expressive form and careful
craftsmanship," Plummer said.
None of Hughes' sculptures have titles.
"It is because I feel that if people are given a choice of

Deb Benedett/Co-photo editor
John Hughes' sculptures, which are symbolic of his personality, are currently on display at the Paul Watkins
Gallery.

Urban Bush Women to perform "Praise House" at WSU
Cultural awareness provided through Lyceum Committee series
By AMY CZAPLEWSKI
Variety Reporter
Thanks to the Winona State University Lyceum Committee and to its
project director, Gretchen Cohenour,
the community will have the chance
to experience the magic of "Praise
House."
"Praise House" is a two hour
performance in movement theater,
presented by a talented ensemble
called the Urban Bush Women. The
ensemble, which has toured widely
in the United States, was established
in 1984 by artistic director Jawole
Willa Jo Zollar.

well with the Lyceum Committee
theme," Cohenour said.
As a result, she began negotiations
last December to have the Urban Bush
Women perform at Winona State as
part of the Lyceum series.
The ten-member New York Citybased company represents AfricanAmerican traditions which incorporates music, voice and movement into
its performances.
"The company's performance of
"Praise House," drawing on cultural
traditions of the rural south, explores a
people's transformations of suffering
into the bittersweet joy of survival,"

The Lyceum Committee was established by President Darrell
Krueger in order to provide cultural
enrichment and education to the
Winona State community. The
committee's theme this year is "Visions of the Planet Earth."
The "Praicc House" performance
begins Sep 17 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are available at the Winona
State box office. They are $3 for students and $6 for the public.
Cohenour attended an Urban
Bush Women performance in New
York last winter.
"I felt that the performance fit in

Cohenour said. "The performance is
known for its artistic inquiry into the
African world view."
The ensemble is scheduled to arrive in Winona on Sep 15.
They will hold a community sing
at 8:00 p.m. in the Winona Arts Center, located at the corner of Fifth and
Franklin Streets.
The sing is free and will give the
ensemble an opportunity to select six
singers from the community to perform on stage with them in their performance at Winona State.
In addition to the community sing
and the Winona State performance of

'Praise House," the Urban Bush
Women will offer two classes on Sep16.
The classes are the "AfricanAmerican Movement Forms" from
9:15 to 11:15 a.m. in the Talbot Gym
and the "Approaches to Performance" from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Center at the Black
Box Theatre.
The classes are free to Winona
State students. For the public, the
cost of each class is $7.50, $12 for
both.
On September 17, Jawole will hold
a lecture in the Dorothy B. Magnus

Theatre, in which she will speak about
the company's creative process.
"The Urban Bush Women ensemble likes to involve the communities in which they perform, but by all
means, don't miss the excitement of
their 'Praise House" performance,
and the chance to open your mind
and heart to something new,"
Cohenour said.
Support for the 'Praise House "
performance comes from the Arts
Midwest, the Minnesota Dance Alliance, AT&T, the Southeastern Minnesota Arts Council and the Winona
Holiday Inn.

"Flood Jam" worthwhile effort
Despite low attendance, effort and particpation pay off
bands.
Russell Steigauf, bass player for Irrational Fraction,
Variety Editor
According to Laurie Quinn, part-time student at said,"I am glad someone had enough energy to get up and
Winona State University, participation and effort made do something about helping out the people of Stockton."
Irrational Fraction guitar player, Scott Gerry, who is
last Sunday's music benefit,"Flood Jam," at Rascal's bar
also a member of Catfish Sam said he felt that Quinn put
a success.
Quinn was responsible for coordinating the benefit a lot of work into the benefit because she knew it was
for the people of Stockton, Minnesota, who are in the needed.
"I wish people would not overlook things like the
process of recovering from the flood of July 21.
"Three quarters of the town, 100 homes, were dam- Stockton flood. I hope this benefit opened some eyes,"
aged or destroyed by the flood. The community of Gerry said.
A raffle was held and t-shirts were sold at $8 a piece.
Stockton is small and has limited financial resources,"
Warner-Electra-Atlantic, Capitol, RCA and MCA
Quinn said.
Town and Country State Bank of Winona, along with record companies donated $5,000 worth of tapes and
the Greater Winona Area United Way, endorsed Quinn's compact discs for the raffle.
Winona area businesses also made donations to the
efforts.
They have set up the Stockton Flood Fund to provide raffle through gift certificates.
"Almost everyone who bought a raffle ticket won
direct assistance to the people of Stockton.
A cover charge of $5 per person at the "Flood Jam" something," Timm said.
Steven Evans, a resident of Stockton for 12 years, said
was donated to the fund.
Although Quinn was not pleased at the turnout, just the benefit was "awesome," but the turnout was not good.
Evans is living in Winona temporarily because his
that people got together for the cause was enough.
Barb Timm, co-owner of Rascal's, estimated that over house floated into two other homes during the flood.
'There were as many Stockton people as Winona people
150 people, including a portion of Winona State students,
had been at the benefit which began at 1:00 p.m. and at the benefit and that is not right," Evans said. "The
benefit should have been held on a Saturday, not a Sunwent on until 1:00 a.m.
"I felt good about doing something worthwhile," day."
A former Winona State student, Steve Treu who plays
Timm said. "I believe there was support from a lot of
good people."
the guitar and keyboards for Hunter, was also disapThe talent was donated by Denny Martin and the pointed by the turnout.
"Although more people could have shown up, any
Nostalgics, a twelvepiece big band; Catfish Sam, who
played jazz fusion; Hunter, a rock band; and Irrational money that they can get is good," Treu said.
Fraction and Stratosphere, two Twin Cities-based rock

By AMY ROBERTSON

Rob Sklenar/Winonan Staff

Irrational Fraction lead singer Dan Verdick performs for the crowd at Rascals Sunday. Irrational Fraction

along with four other bands played to aid victims of the Stockton flood.

Club Corner
Circle K

Club Purpose: The group's main purpose is community service. They also spend a lot of time
traveling to other chapters and socializing. They
focus on team work, building leadership and
speaking skills.
Club Activities: They sponser car washes and
donate the proceeds to non-profit organizations.
They host the Winter Wonderland dance at WSU.
They adopt residenses at retirement homes and
have worked with children at the middle school.
Number of members: They have 20 to 25 members.
Group meetings: Tues. 4:30 p.m. in the Purple
rooms starting Sept. 17.

Graduation hobby predicts trends
BY MELISSA NEHLS
Variety Reporter
For the past fifteen years, Professor
of Business, Dr. J.H. Foegen has entertained a rather unusual hobby during
the Winona State University graduation
ceremonies.
Foegen pays attention to the "cleanshaven-ness" of male graduates just to
pass the time.
He has tallied the number of males
who were clean-shaven, those who had
a beard, those that had a mustache and
those with both a beard and mustache.
"Facial hair can be seen as a measure of conservatism, or a lack of it,"
Foegen said.
If this is the case, Foegen's statistics
indicate an increase in conservatism
among graduating men since 1977.
In 1977 Foegen found that 72 percent of all males at graduation were
clean shaven, 21 percent had mustaches
and five percent had a beard and
mustache.
In 1991 he found that 83 percent of
all males were clean shaven, 13 percent
had a mustache and four percent had a
beard and mustache.
"As more women graduates came

In 1980 Foegen found that of all
the women at graduation 40 percent
wore high heels, 41 percent wore
medium heels and 19 percent wore
flats.
In 1991 he found that nine percent
of the women wore high heels, 33
percent wore medium heels and 58
percent wore flats.
Foegen's results have been reported in the National On-Campus
Report for the past fifteen years and
was also reported and graphed in the
July 17 issue of the Winona Post and

shopper.

Dr. J.H. Foegen
along, and about two-thirds of them
are women, I latched on to heel height,
because, obviously, women don't
have beards," Foegen said.
According to Foegen heel height
demonstrates practicality.
"The women don't wart to take a

tumble down the steps on high heels,
so they play it safe and wear flats,"
Foegen said.
This explains his statistic indicating a steady increase in women's
choice of flats for the graduation ceremony.

Graduation time is not the only
time that Foegen has let curiosity get
the best of him.
Foegen has published more than
320 articles on subjects ranging from
employee day care services to why
people should read books instead of
watching television.
He just finished a piece on hickory
nut picking and intends to write another article on the "clean-shavenness" and heel height of the Winona
State graduates following this year's
graduation ceremony.
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What's Going On?
credits for specific courses at WSU. A
list of CLEP tests offered is available
at the counseling center.

Financial Aid
Financial aid disbursement for
;tudents who preregistered will be
Sept. 12 from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
3omsen 206. All others will be Sept.
Z3 from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Somsen
206.

CLEP Testing
CLEP (College Level Examination
Program) testing will be offered at
the Winona State University's Rochester Center on Sept. 11 and on Sept.
20 at the Winona State Campus. Students who wish to take a CLEP test
must complete a registration form at
:he Counseling Center, 132
Gildemister Hall. The deadline for
taking the test is Sept. 16 for the Rochester Center and Sept. 19 for the
Winona Campus. The cost per test is
$25.
Students may take CLEP tests to
earn general education credits or

Native American Club
The Native American Heritage
and Awareness club will meet every
third Wednesday of each month at 5
p.m. in the Performing Arts Center
133 beginning on Wednesday Sept.
18. The purpose of this club is to
promote the native American culture. All are Welcome.

Christians In Action
Christians In Action meets this
Wednesday in dining rooms E and F.
Christians In Action is a non-denominational campus outreach.
Evrery one is welcome.

Non-Trad Meeting
The Non-Traditional Students
Organization is looking out for your
needs. If you are interested in joining

a pro-active organization with your
needs and goals as a focus, with
social, professional and academic
aspects too, please call Dr. Pauline
Christensen at 457-5082 and leave
your name and phone number or
stop by the Adult Education office.
Leadership positions are available for this club. Watch this space
for organizational meetings, open
house, speakers and news.
Welcome back to the returning
non-trads! The Non-Traditional
Student Organization is open to all
students.

Cognito X Meeting
Cognito X, WSU's philosophy
club, will meet Sept. 11 in M inne 335
at 4 p.m.
All students interested in things
philosophical are invited to attend
the Wednesday afternoon •meeting,
where officers will be elected and
further activities discussed .

WSU Youth Mentor
Job
The WSU Youth Mentor Program
has a job for YOU! Any currently
enrolled WSU student with a caring,
helpful attitude, a positive outlook
and a desire to help will be perfect as
a youth mentor.
Mentors work with Middle School
students, grades 6-8, who are having
a tough time in school. Mentors help
them with studies and join them for
recreation and activities. Mentors
will work with other mentors to learn
about adolescent problems and how
to help your buddies deal with them.
For more information call Ruth
Bures, Youth Mentor Program Director at 457-5084 or stop in at Somsen
109.

Racquetball club
meeting
Racquetball club meeting Sept.
17 at 4p.m. in the Purple Rooms.

T2 top movie of the summer
By JOEL F. HESS
Julia Roberts' movie Dying Young
did just what the title suggested. It
was in and out of movie houses in a
matter of weeks.

Movie Reviewer

The summer movie season is over
and Terminator 2 was the top money
winner.
T2 starred Hollywood's most
bankable star Arnold
Schwarzenegger and an incredible
array of special effects. No movie in
history was more expensive to make.
The results were astounding. Director James Cameron is the genius
behind the movie. It is doubtful that
anything like it will come out for a
while.
While T2 did tremendous business, other movies didn't fare so well.

Regarding Henry was expected to

get Harrison Ford an Oscar nomination, but Henry was poorly written
and lacked focus. Plus, audiences are
tired of being reminded at how horrible and greedy the 80s were.
Comedies fared terribly. Pure Luck,
Another You and True Identity were all
dead on arrival.
However City Slickers with Billy
Crystal, Bruno Kirby and Daniel Stern
was the funniest movie to come along
in a long time. Slickers contained at
least 25 out loud laughs which isn't

bad.
The summer movie season was
filled with "feel-goodisnis." Even
Arnold's Terminator character was a
kinder gentler machine. Michael J.
Fox's character as the shallow Dr. Ben
Stone in Doc Hollywood found himself and love in a small southern
town on his way to Beverly Hills.
Villains once again upstaged the
heroes. While Kevin Costner was
struggling with an English accent and
moping his way through Sherwood
Forest in the critic-proof hit Robin
Hood, Alan Rickman was st ealing the
show as the Sheriff of Nottingham.
The same can be said for Timothy
Dalton as a Nazi in The Rocketeer.
This summer as always had its
share of sleepers. Boyz 'N' the Hood

despite the violence finished in the
top 10. Hot Shots! which opened in
late August has already made $50
million.
The best movie of the summer was
Thelma& Louise starring Geena Davis
and Susan Sarandon. The ending was
great as was Ridley Scott's direction.
Davis, Sarandon and Scott should all
be remembered come Oscar time.

Students make
pickles, a "fair"
marketable item

By SUSIE LUECK
Variety Reporter

By AMY ROBERTSON
Variety Editor

Beet;
Pickled!

Jennifer Graves, Craig Paulsen,
and Richard Repinski, three Winona
State University advertising majors,
decided to change the way people
think about pickles.
This past summer, Graves,
Paulsen, and Repinski began the
Pickle Me Company selling deep
fried pickle chunks and pickles on a
stick at county fairs.
According to Repinski, people
laughed when they heard about the
three selling pickles.
"We believe in pickle-osify.
People are afraid to try new things,
especially pickle chunks," Repinski
said

• C,ight h11.14.1. 1

working with an attorney in order
to make a franchise.
"To advertise the product the
company sells t-shirts displaying
their character, the pickle man, for
ten dollars a piece.
The Pickle Me Company has received a lot of publicity from every
town that they have sold their
pickles in.
"There is an advantage to being
self-employed, but it requires a lot
of hard work," Graves said.

The Pickle Me Company started
with just a booth and a hand-written
sign to advertise their product, but a
growing interest in pickle chunks
led the business to profit well.
"The profits were used for business improvements and advertising," said Paulsen.
"A wooden sign telling about our
pickles and our prices was added to
our booth. We have also displayed a
seven-foot paper mache pickle on a
stick," Paulsen said.
The Pickle Me Company has a
trademark on their product and is

Graves, Paulsen, and Repinski
say that they have learned a lot by
starting the Pickle Me Company,
but it is not a life-time job.

Now that the summer is over, the
Oscar race heats up. Hollywood turns
away from the exploding cars and
special effects and turns to more serious adult themes. Movies to watch
for this fall: Cape Fear, Frankie and

Johnnie, Hook, The Fisher King, Prince
of Tides and Deceived.

Winona State Warriors
September 14
September 28
October 12
October 19
November 2

College of St. Francis
Southwest State University
Michigan Tech University
UM-Morris
Bemidji State University
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scholarships, programs and equipment
needs.

Introducing Choice Features. Each
day, one of your favorite items is being served up at a special value. Just ask for
today's Choice Feature and enjoy our quality food at a great value! Ws easy.
So, hurry to Hardee's for our new Choice Features!

/MONDAY

i

rUESDAY

Cinnamon If Raisin - Biscuit*,
Big Coolde- West, Apple Tumciver or
Cool Wrist - Cone

Cheeseburger

29'
49 4

Dates:
3E
3,

:fit:

/WEDNESDAY Hot Ham 'N' Cheese - Sandwich.$1.49

i

Mushroom 'N' Swiss" Burger

$ 1.69

r FRIDAY

Fisherman's Fillet - Sandwich

$ 1.49

/SATURDAY

Double Cheeseburger

$1.19

rHURSDAY

SUNDAY
/EVERYDAY

■10.

'11.49

liardoes:
118 West 5th Street* Winona

Available doing breakfast hours only)

■

:its

Hours:
Pay: $4.50 per hour plus incentives

2 to 3 nights per week from 6 to 9:45 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday.

Work Study Students also eligible

7:1E

t*
It

;fi

ct

Apply by contacting Tom Grier or Michelle
Pearson in the Development Office
7:3ti

(Includes Hamburger, Small Fries and Kid's Soft Drink)

7!Iti
1e

Begining Sept. 30 through November and
again in January and February.

pr m

Regular Roast Beef Sandwich__
Kid's Combo Meal

Job Openings
Phonathon Caller
Phone Winona State University Alumni and
Duties: parents
for pledges to support WSU

.7.71.774.7:. •

457 - 5022

ct
N.;
:fi t:

4657-3 0 1991 Hardee's Food Systems. Inc

:

itr • ►.;%,
..::

:Its

Phonathon

1991

University Relations
and Development

7%;
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Lollapalooza Tour Materializes A Summer Success
HOLLY BOECKMAN
Variety Reporter

Well, it's hard to believe, and
even harder to accept, but we're back
at Winona State. The summer is gone.
With its end is an obligation to reflect
on what the summer brought us.
Many new releases hit the shelves
and many concert tickets were sold.
Lots of those tickets were for the
biggest happening in alternative
music to date -The Lollapalooza Tour.
On August 1, six bands came to
Harriet Island in St. Paul to celebrate
the anniversary of Sinead
O'Connor's forty-five minute concert
at that very spot in 1990. Okay, I
made that last part up. However, the
nine hour event did make O'Connor's
forty-five seem even shorter.
The 20,000 people who showed
up made the tour the biggest moneymaking concert of the summer for
Minnesota.

par-lorHd:r

The tour was the idea of Jane's
Addiction's, Perry Farrell. He wanted
to integrate music and art in one megaconcert. The tour that stopped at
thirteen cities across the nation included headliner Jane's Addiction,
Siouxsie and the Banshees, Living
Colour, rapper turned actor Ice-T,
Nine Inch Nails and the Henry
-

-

Rolin's Band. The success of this
year's tour will make Farrell's dream
of an annual Lollapalooza Tour materialize.
As far as the entertainment
value went, five out of six isn't bad.
Ice-T didn't really fit the "alternative" bill. Many people, at least at the
St. Paul performance, lost interest
when he hit the stage. By far the most
enrapturing performance came from
Nine Inch Nails. Trent Reznor, who
writes, arranges, programs and performs all of NIN's music, was electrifying. Nobody can make you feel
more depressed and hateful than

Reznor.
Looking at concerts the Minnesota State Fair had to offer this year
comes close though. Vanilla Ice,
Randy Travis and Huey Lewis and
the News. Alright, I'll come clean and
admit that I have, on occasion, thought
Randy Travis was almost cool. Just
don't tell anyone.
Besides concert stuff, there were
some decent new releases around.
R.E.M.'s new one entitled Out of Time
was released more like last spring but
it won popularity over the summer.
This release, their first in two years,
takes a different musical path. It's
more pop-like. The change doesn't sit
well with some fans. It's the old belief, "If it ain't broke don't fix it." On
that note, if you don't change the oil
or rotate the tires you're going to
have problems too. What is the point
in cranking out the same stuff and not
experiment or expand? The track "Me

in Honey" with Kate Pierson of the B52's is one to love and play loud.
Before I run out of space I would
like to mention the two best singles of
the summer. Too Much Joy's release
Cereal Killer has a song called "Long
Haired Guys From England." The first
time I heard it I got excited and wanted
to share my joy with others. I got the
usual response from my classic-rocktype friends, "Yea, that's really, ah . .
. different Holly." Trust me, it's cool.
The Dream Warriors' And the
Legacy Begins is a rap/dance album
that got modest playing time on alternative radio. The single "Wash Your
Face in My Sink" is the kind of song
that gets you dancing around the
kitchen while you're doing two weeks
worth of dishes.
A final thought - don't forget to
return all your Milli Vanilli junk that's
collecting dust!

►lig

many young women, a
is viewed as stylish.
It is not. Smoking is deadly.
If you smoke, please consider stopping.
For help, information and support,
please contact your local
American Cancer Soviet
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Blues Deluxe

Direct from Minneapolis
Voted Best Blues Harmonica

Tickets Limited

Shows start at 9:30 pm, $3 at door.
608-534-6898
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WSU athletic coaches; men's A.D., resign
positions; spark controversy in athletics
Juaire takes over as interim A.D.
as WSU loses four coaches; S.I.D.
By JONATHAN MAZE
Sports Editor

and WADE BERGNER
Sports Reporter

The Winona State University athletic department underwent several
major changes over the summer, most
of them involving resigning coaches.
WSU lost its women's golf coach,
it's men's cross country and track
coach, the Sports Information Director, the women's volleyball coach and
the athletic director. All of the coaches
resigned for specific reasons. The
gymnastics coach then was lost to replace the athletic director.
WSU got a house cleaning it didn't
want.
The biggest loss was that of the
men's athletic director. That job belonged to Dr. Dwight Marston for the
last 25 years. Marston basically retired,
but kept his position as the men's golf
coach.
"I've been there for 25 years and

Athletics not
supported by
administration
By BRYAN LE MONDS
Sports Columnist

If you have walked through our
gymnasium, you might notice a
couple of faces missing and some
new faces working in their offices.
Yes, onceagain our sports program
had some more tough times and lost
some good coaches and other positions due to financial backing.
The WSU sports department lost
five head coaches, its sports information director and its athletic director.
The reason is very simple. The
administration supports our sports
programs about as much as it supports the University of MinnesotaDuluth's.
The first change was with our
running programs. Former head
coach Daryl Henderson resigned as
head track, cross-country and sports
information director. The reason he
quit is very obvious. He had three
positions and all he wanted was some
help. But our administration would
not foot the bill. The new track and
cross-country coach is Beth Howe,
who the administration got lucky in
getting but hired her part time.
Henderson resigned in order to let
the administration know that the
positions were a full time job. But the
administration went the cheap way
again and hired a part time SID.
The second change happened in
the womens' basketball program.
Former head coach Alice Simpson
resigned her position basically for
the same reasonsHend erson did. The
administration cut her already small
budget drastically, so she left for La
Crosse. The administration then hired
her assistant that was fired a couple
of months before her hiring. Does
this show a commitment for sports
from the administration?
The strong womens' gymnastics
program lost their head coach Steve
Juaire due to a position change. Juaire
quit as the gymnastics coach in order
to replace Dwight Marston as the
Winona State University men's athletic director. The ad ministration then
hired assistant coach Ken Gibson as
the new gymnastics coach. Gibson
may, or may not be a bad coach, but
shouldn't they hire someone who has
at least graduated from college? The
same holds true for new women's
basketball coach, Lynn Baber, She
may be a good assistant, but she has
no experience as a head coach and
has yet to graduate from college.
So, as you can see, the administration did not put much money into
fixing the reasons the problems that
occurred. They just put a bandage on
the problem and are hoping the mess
will go away.
Don't get me wrong, there reallyis
nothing wrong with some of the
coaches that they hired, but shouldn't
the athletic department be able to
find some coaches with at least SOME
experience?
They might have gotten lucky with
the good coaches they hired part time,
but the problems will not go away.
The problem is that the
administration's part time commitment to our full-time sports program.
All we can do is hope for the best
and pray that our quality athletes
and coaches can overcome this huge
hurdle that has been put in front of
them by the administration.

thought that maybe it was time to do
something else," Marston said. "It was
a tough decision. I enjoyed my job. I
enjoyed coming to work for WSU every day."
Dr. Steve Juaire was named to replace Marston as the men's A.D. Juaire
had been the women's gymnastics
coach at WSU for the past 15 years, in
that span, he built an extremely successful gymnastics program. Juaire was
named the Interim A.D. for a two year
period until a national search to pick a
permanent A.D. can be made.
Juaire will be replaced by his assistant, Ken Gibson. Gibson has yet to
complete his degree at WSU, and has
no prior head coaching experience at
the college level.
Another loss was that of the men's
track, cross country and Sports Information Director, Daryl Henderson,
who resigned after six years of coaching at WSU.

See coaches, page 12

Henderson; Simpson blast
school following departures
By JONATHAN MAZE
Sports Editor

and WADE BERGNER
Sports reporter

Steve Juaire

Alice Simpson

Daryl Henderson

Dwight Marston

Two former Winona State University
athletic coaches, Daryl Henderson and
Alice Simpson, blasted administration
officials this past weekend, both of them
blaming school officials, for a basic lack
of money.
Simpson, who resigned her post as
women's basketball coach on June 4 to
take the same position at the University
of Wisconsin-La Crosse, pulled no
punches, basically blaming the Administration for her departure.
"I would like to work in a division III
program in which everyone is treated
fairly," Simpson said, when asked why
she departed. "My program was treated
very unequal compared to some other
schools.
"Some schools in our same division
get $22,000 for their women's basketball

program, we get $2,000," she said.
Dwight Marston, who resigned his
post as WSU athletic director this past
summer, feels differently.
"(Simpson) was not treated any
differently than all of the other
coaches," he said. "Everybody had to
work with what little money they
were given."
According to Simpson, the
women's basketball program was cut
by 70 percent over her five year tenure as head coach. This is completely
opposite to what she was promised
when she took the job in 1986.
"When I was drawn here, they
had big promises and big goals for
the program," Simpson charged.
"What resulted was a 70 percent
budget cut."
Marston doesn't know anything
about any promises made to Simpson.
Henderson, who resigned as the

See Simpson, page 12

Blugolds, Eagles, feast on WSU football
Gridders start off '91 season
losing first two home games
By TONY KLIPSIC

Sports Reporter

The Winona State University
football team started off its season
the same way most of last season
went - with tough losses from tough
opponents.
The Warriors started off the season
0-2, losing the opener against the
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire,
13-3, and then dropping the second
game 34-18 to UW-E's relative to the
south, the University of WisconsinLa Crosse.
During the opener, on Aug. 31,
WSU lost despite taking a 3-0 lead at
the half. However, in the second half,
the offense lost all of its rhythm and
took it on the chin from the Eagles in
front of an opening night fan-appreciation night crowd at Maxwell field.
The Warriors scored their only
points of the game on a 39 yard field
goal by Joel Gambiani, which was set
up by a blocked punt courtesy of AllAmerican honorable mention defensive lineman Wayne Wicka.
WSU starting quarterback Tom
Boone, a transfer from Rochester
Community College and a graduate
of Winona Senior High school, cornleted only 2 of 14 passes for 21 yards.
:4 ne led the rushing attack, scattering for 37 yards, while running backs
Charles Maddox and Joe Williams
scampered for 31 apiece.
Last Saturday, the Warriors
gridders took to Maxwell field again,
hoping to give the fans their first win
of the season against UW-L. The
Warrior defense played with an intensity rarely seen in past WSU defenses.
On the Eagle's first possession,
the defense forced a field goal attempt

which was, once again, blocked by
Wicks, the senior's second blocked
kick of the season in as many games.
Both teams were at a stand still
until a field goal and and interception
return fora touchdown put La Crosse
up 9-0. Boone didn't make anyone
forget about Jason Mitchell, the
starting QB for the Warriors last year.
Boone completed only one pass for
five yards and two interceptions.
WSU pulled Boone in favor of junior quarterback Mark Kikuskie at 9:19
of the second quarter. The Warrior
offense, as if sparked by his presence,
then went on to score the team's first
touchdown of the season on a nine
yard pass to Maddox, shortly after
Kikuskie's arrival on the scene.
WSU would soon lose its momentum as the extra point attempt
was blocked by La Crosse' Norris
Thomas and returned 70 yards to put
the Eagles ahead, 11-6.
In the third quarter, the Warriors
seemed to lose their emotion as the
Eagles proceeded to run off 16 unanswered points to take a 27-6 lead
heading into the final quarter. However, WSU, despite the 21 point deficit, played the fourth quarter as if the
game could still be won.
The team rallied with two touchdown passes by Kikuskie, cutting the
Eagle's lead to only nine, at 27-18
with 8:49 left in the game. However,
an unsuccessful on side kick and a
four yard touchdown run by UW-L's
John Janke sealed the Warrior's coffin and making the final, 34-18.
WSU did receive some blessings
throughout the game as La Crosse
turned the ball over ten times, cornpared to only six for the Warriors.
"We expected them to make some
mistakes since it was their first game,"

Rob Sklenar/Winonan Staff
Junior linebacker Tom Olson and sophomore defensive end John Auer tackle a UW-La Crosse running
back during the first quarter Saturday night.
WSU head coach Tom Hosier said.
"When you get to play a big, physical
team like La Crosse and you keep it
close, anything can happen."
And that it did with Kikuskie
completing 15 of 30 passes for 179
yards and 3 touchdowns. Tim Hanson
led the receivers with 7 catches for
135 yards and two touchdowns.
According to Hosier, the defense

deserved most of the praise in cornmenting on the performance of his
team.
"They were fantastic. As for our
running game, it looked poor and the
passing seemed to work better. I did
see some improvement tonight,"
Hosier said.
The defense was led by lineman
Tom Olson, who made 19 tackles,

while recovering two fumbles, and
lineman Dan Glazier, who was in on
15 tackles.
The Warriors will travel to Illinois
on Saturday for a 1 p.m. game versus
St. Francis, a team which lost to a
Division IAA school by only one point
this year.
"We'll definitely have our hands
full," Hosier said.

Men's C-C finishes Rugby Doggs begin autumn
2nd at SMC invite season by dumping on UW-L
By JONATHAN MAZE
Sports Editor

Well, there's one thing that the
Winona State University men's cross
country team knows will happen this
year, that the team will go to nationals.
According to new head coach Beth
Howe, the Warriors are assured a
berth in the NAIA division III tournament this year. This is because that
there are only two teams in WSU's
district. And when one team places in
the top ten nationally one year, then
two teams from that team's district
will go the next year. WSU, therefore,
will go by default.
The Warriors started their road to
the national tournament on Saturday
in the Saint Mary's invitational. WSU
finished 2nd in the tournament, in
what Howe calls, "a practice tournament."
When asked if she thought her
team would win the tournament,
How said, "No, not against Luther."

Luther College won the tournament in easy fashion with 23 points,
compared to WSU's 56. Luther's 'B'
team took third with 70 points.
Bryan Le Monds was the top WSU
runner. The senior finished third with
a time of 23.18, 32 seconds behind
tournament individual winner Lars
Anderson of Luther.
Other Warrior finishers were
Andy Bilicki, who finished 6th in a
time of 23.53, Steve Maze, who finished with a time of 25.01, Eric Ferrie
in 25.18, Tim Gallagher (25.46), Dan
Doebber (26.46), and Marc Moore
(26.47).
Howe was. pleased with her
runner's performance.
"I thought they did real well,"
Howe said.
According to Howe, her team goals
are to perform well at the nationals,
even though many people may not
think that her team belongs there.
"I want to bring a team that can
compete," she said. "I want to run
like we belong there."

Rugby club starts off a surprising 2-0 in quest for final four
By DAN CAMPBELL
and JESSE ROSE
Special to the Winonan

The Winona State University
Rugby Doggs head into the 1991
fall season with high hopes after a
14-6 trouncing over the University
of Wisconsin-La Crosse on Saturday.
The Doggs trailed 3-0 in the
second quarter when Mike Rusk
gave WSU a 6-3 lead after a try.
The Doggs never looked back
after that.
With time running out in the
first half, Steve Peterson sprinted
away with a 40 yard run to set up
WSU's second try of the match.
The Doggs threatened to score
again before the end of the half,
but failed to do so.

The Doggs started the second
half right where they left off in the
first half, when Brian Murphy exploded down the sidelines to give
WSU a 14-3 lead. La Crosse brought
the score to its final on another penalty kick, but couldn't come any
closer.
"Our backs finally played as a
unit," club vice president Aaron
Specht said. "It seemed that we
were able to do more and work as a
team."
According to club president, Bill
Joyce, the Doggs surprised themselves with the outstanding play so
early in the season.
"I was pleasantly surprised with
the quality of play after only two
practices," Joyce said. "We had a

couple of questions that were answered on the field, and with the
aggressiveness of Steve Peterson at
his new position, many of these
questions were easily answered."
The Doggs begin their attempt
for a second straight Minnesota
Rugby Union Final Four bid with
loads of experience. WSU still has
four members from the original
Rugby Club that started play three
years ago. Those players are Joyce,
Rusk, Dave Crawz and Mark
Eimers. Peterson and Specht also
return from last year, and both of
them gained valuable experience
over the summer, playing in summer leagues
The unbeaten Doggs' (2-0) next
match is at home against conference
rival Macalester at home on Saturday, Sept. 28.
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Men's golf takes tough season
opening tourney by 6 strokes
By JONATHAN MAZE
Sports Editor

Rob Sklenar/Wnonan Staff
Sophomore Kirk Thompson prepares his putt while freshman Jeff
Proctor works the pin for him. WSU defeated St. Mary's in their head
to head meetin•
(located in lower hyphen of Kryzsko Commons Sept. 19)

If John Daly had the scoring consistency that the Winona State University men's golf team showed this
past weekend, we'dhave another Jack
Nicklaus on our hands.
The defending district 13 champion Warrior linksters traveled to
Mankato, Minn., for the Mankato
State University Invitational on Sunday and Monday. The team started
the 1991 fall season right where they
left off before nationals last spring winning.
WSU won the 36 hole tournament
by six strokes over a tough tournament field.
"They played very, very well,"
coach Dwight Marston said. "It was a
big win for us, that's a good tournament."
The Warriors took a nine stroke
lead after the first 18 holes on Sunday
with a 301 score. They then held on to
win the tournament with a 294 second day score to hold off 2nd place
MSU, who rocked the tournament
with a very excellent 285 on the second day to take second for the tournament.
WSU finished with a two day score
of 595, followed by the number one
varsity "purple" team from Mankato,
(316, 285 - 601). The Gustavus
Adolphus gold team finished third,
(607), the Gusties black team took
fourth (609), Northern State University, fifth (618), Nebraska-Weslyan,
sixth (620), Bemidji State University
(628), University of North Dakota,
(631), the MSU "gold" team (640), St.
Olaf (647), South Dakota State University (658), and Creighton University (686).

Coaches
Continued from page 11
"The three jobs that I had demanded more time than I had to commit to a successful program,"
Henderson said.
According to Marston, the loss
came as a surprise to him, but that he
knew that Henderson bit off more
than he could chew as the SID.
"I had no idea that Daryl was contemplating this," Marston said. 'But
that's too much responsibility as the
SID, especially if you're the track and
cross country coach. There's a lot of
work to do.
"He felt he was overworked," he
said.
Henderson also had some not-sokind words for the administration
after his departure.
,

Simpson
Continued from page 11
men's cross country and track coach,
as well as the Sports Information Director last June, claims that athletics
come low on the administration's list
of priorities.
"WSU athletic department is just
not high on the list of priorities right
now," Henderson said. 'The administration needs to decide if they are
going to support the athletic department and hopefully, with all the
coaches leaving, this will bring attention to the problems that the sports
program is experiencing now."
The new cross country coach, Beth
Howe; the new gymnastics coach,
Ken Gibson, and the new basketball
coach, Lynne Baber, all have little or
no experience as head coaches and
both Baber and Gibson have yet to

"WSU's athletic department is just
not high on the list of priorities right
now," he said. "Hopefully, with all of
the coaches leaving, this will bring
attention to the problems that the
sports program is experiencing right
now."
Alice Simpson resigned as the
women's basketball coach on June 4.
Simpson took the head coaching job
at the University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse, siting the administration as
her reason for leaving.
"I would like to work in a division
III program in which everyone is
treated equally," she said.
The loss of coaches came right at
about the same time as large state
budget cuts hit WSU.
Both Henderson and Simpson had
tough words for the administration,
claiming that the administration
failed to give the athletic department

"I don't see no reason why he
can't do the job," Marston said.

earn their college degrees at WSU.
According to Henderson, the administration hires less experienced
coaches to save money.
"WSU took the cheapest way out
all the way around," he said. 'They
hired a lot of positions with no past
experience and a lot of them were
assistants before they were promoted.
The positions were not nationally
advertised, we just promoted our assistants.
"It is not that they were wrongly
hired, they just did it the cheap way
and time will tell on how good the
choices were," he said.
Simpson agreed.
"It tells me that they are hiring
inexperienced coaches," she said.
Marston disagrees with
Henderson and Simpson.
"I think that the administration
supports us as much as they can," he
said. 'They can't give us everything

they want. They've done what they
could do for us with the little money
they could give us."
According to Marston, the coaches
really shouldn't blast the administration about the lack of scholarship
money, seeing that state schools can't
give athletic scholarships.
"We don't get any scholarship
money from the school," Marston
said. "In every state school has to get
scholarship money from outside
sources."
Marston also thinks that it is sad
for the coaches to go the way they
did.
"You don't gain from blasting (the
school) like that," he said. "You just
create hard feelings.
"I wish her (Simpson) luck. She's a
good coach and I know she'll work
hard," he said. "I didn't know Daryl
was contemplating this (resigning). I
hated to lose Daryl."

full support.
"I would brag about our business
program, I would brag about our
nursing program, but athletics just
don't go at WSU as far as the administration is concerned," Simpson said.
Marston departure was a simple
retirement. The men's golf coach said
that he was not forced to go and that
he will miss the A.D. job at WSU.
"No one forced me to leave, it was
a tough decision," he said. "I will
miss the people, the work and the
kids."
Juaire, who took over for Marston,
brings an excellent coaching resume'
to the A.D. job. Juaire had brought
the gymnastics program to a higher
level, winning two national championships.

See Golf, page 13
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Twins turn 5-team
race into long chase
By JONATHAN MAZE
Sports Columnist

It is still extremely hard for me to
ully believe that the Minnesota Twins
.re well on their way to running away
vith their second American League
Nest title in four years.
Think about it this way, last year,
he Twin town twinkies finished the
990 campaign about 22 games betind Jose', Rick, and the Oakland A's.
his year, Tom Kelly and Andy
AacPhail somehow took last years
earn, and with a couple of free-agent
ignings, the emergence of two young
)itchers, and the growth of other
)layers have made this team into the
lest team in the major leagues, about
ight games up in the best division in
Aseball. Who would have thought?
Personally, and I will be the first to
dmit it, I predicted the Twins to do
getter this year, but I really didn't
xpect anything above a fourth place
finish. I didn't realize that Jack Morris
vould do anything more than beome a mentor for the young Twins
Aching staff. I really didn't think

3olf
;ontInued from page 12

"Gustavus Adolphus is one of the
3p 3 NCAA division III teams,"
larston said. "MSU, with over 12,000
eople attending, should be able to
nd five golfers.
"UND was tenth in the NCAA
ivision II tournament last year, so
'ere were some good teams at that
)urnament," Marston said.
Senior Chuck Lundeen was the
lurnament medalist after posting a
3-71 - 144 two day score.
"Lundeen is the steadiest golfer
e have," Marston said. "He is a
?ry consistent scorer."
Other golfers for the Warriors
ere freshman, Jeff Engbrecht, who
fished 6th (73, 76 - 149), sophomore
rk Thomson, 7th (77, 75-152), and

HELP WANTED
COLLEGE REP to deliver "Student rate" subscription cards on
campus. Good income, no
se 'ling involved. Application
from: CAMPUS SERVICE, 1024
W. Solar Dr., Phoenix, Az. 85021

,

Free travel, cash, and excellent business experience!!
Openings available for individuass or student organizations to
promote the country's most
sucessful Siting Break Tours.
Call Inter-Campus Programs 1800-327-6013.

V-ball can't beat Moorhead

that Chili Davis would be the power
hitter that he has become. I could go
on with the "I didn't thinks," but I
won't.
Anyway,Some "five team battle
royal," this race turned out to be. At
the All-Star break, Texas was percentage points ahead of the Twins for
first place. Very close behind was
California, Oakland, and Chicago.
Everybody from Joe to Schmoe, including this one, that this division
was going right down to the wire and
that any of the five teams had a chance
to win it.
Now, the only race in the West
this year will be for 2nd place.
And for any of those Chicago
White Sox fans, who are eight and
one half games back at the time this is
written, byt still think that they can
pull out a division crown. Forget it,
There is a better chance for me to win
the Soviet Lotto than for the Sox to
over take the Twins. No need to explain this claim.
So, about the only thing that Twins
fans will have to worry about between now and October will be
whether or not their television set
works.

Warriors start
1991 campaign
with 4-5 record

freshman Jeff Proctor (78, 72-150).
Marston was really happy with
his team's performance, particularly with the freshmen, who, according to Marston, had a tough
task of making the step from high
school golf to college.
"Any time you have freshmen
shooting 72's and 73's, that's pretty
good," he said. 'To shoot scores
like that, they got to have skills.
"It's difficult coming from high
school to college, many high schools
don't play 18 holes in two days.
There's always a bit more concentration in college," he said.
Marston also said that his team
could have a good season this year.
"We're going to have some
tough meets this year and yes, we
won't always shoot that well," he
said. "But we have the making of a
strong squad and if we put scores
together, we can do something.
These people have good talent."

On Friday the Warriors started
out the conference match by losing
15-3, 15-7 then getting back on track
in winning the third game, 15-7,
before losing 15-9 in the deciding
game. MSU is expected by many
people to challenge UM-Duluth for
the Northern Sun Conference title.

By MIKE HANSON
Sports Reporter

The Winona State Womens Volleyball team is starting out the season facing stiff competition. A tournament here in Winona this past
weekend gave coach Lavonne
Fiereck a good idea of where her
ball club stands when her team lost
Friday night to Moorhead State 3
games to 1.
The Warriors then bounced back
on Saturday during the Winona
Invitational by beati ng Saint. Mary's
3-1 and the University of Wisconsin- Stout 3-0. WSU, however,
couldn't beat MSU, losing again to
the Dragons, this time WSU failed
to win a single game as the Warrios
got blanked 3-0.

Amy Kolbet led the Warriors
with nine kills, followed by teammate Trish Johnson with eight kills
respectively. Chyrl Miller had 25
assists to lead the Warriors.
Coach Fiereck said mistakes were
the main reason for the two losses
this weekend that can be attributed
to the fact that her Warriors are a
young team. On Saturday a freshman and only one senior started the
first game for WSU, the rest composing of sophomores and juniors.

Deb Benedett/Co-photo editor
Stephanie Rieder, freshman exercise science major, hits the ball over the out stretched hands of Iwo St.
Mary's biockers. Winona State hosted a tournament at Winona Senior High last Saturday morning .

The Warriors, keep in mind, are
coming off a tremendous season
last year, finishing 28-9 and taking
third place in the NSC.
Coach Fiereck looks for leadership for this upcoming season from
captains Miller and Kolbet.
The one day totals for the Warrior spikers on Saturday were impressive. In three matches Trish
Johnson had 29 kills followed by

teammate Amy Kolbet with 16. Chyrl
Miller had 65 assists. On defense the
Warriors were led by Steph Rieder
with 34 digs and Johnson also having
27 digs. Heather Niemuth led the
team with 8 blocks.
As of now the Warriors are 4-5 in
total matches. Coach Fiereck wants
to take each game one step at a time.

c ASS El EDs:
Earn $'s, a FREE trip to
Mazatlan, or both. We are
looking for outgoing reps to sell
the best spring break trip
availabl. We offer air, lodging,
free beer parties, meal discounts, and nightly entertainment. Call 1-800-366-4786, or
in Minneapolis-893-9679

ADDRESSERS WANTED
immediately! Process FHA
mortgage refunds. Work at
home. Call 1-405-321-3064.

"I see improvement with each

RESEARCH PAPERS

FOR SALE
Chrysler 91 EX
No credit check
No money down
buy the car of your choice, 8791, regardless of past credit
history, guaranteed.
If you like tie-dye, you'll love
Body Entertainment pants. Call
Sue Now at 452-0377
88' Kawasaki EX 5C2 Ninja
5300 mile $1800 or best offer
452-0121

game, the defense is coming along
and come tournament time in October, we could be a threatening
team," Fiereck said.
But first the next stop is in Morris,
Minn., to night when WSU continues
its conference season against the
University of Minnesota-Moriis.The
Warriors will then stay in Morris to
play in the UM-Morris Invitational
on Friday and Satruday.
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PERSONALS

18,500 to choose from — all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

ii 001 Free
11 Line

800-351-0222

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #06-SN,
2
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

EARN

AS

MUCH

AS

Dear Plastic Fork Brigade,

1600: Weekly at

home working for companies. Easy work
anyone can do. Receive your first check
as Quick as 2 weeks. Details. Send
stamped envelope: Box 234. Mt. Morris. NI
43459

-

TO ALL GREEKS,
Welcome back! Here is to
another great yearl The men of
PI LAMBDA PHI

—

War has been declared! Sunday night was just an appetizer,
ther are plenty of courses left in
the meal. We hope your shave
was close and comfortable.
Sincerely, the Crackhouse
Cherabes of Justice.

ADVERTISE

EAT RIGWV.,

LIVE LONG MO

PROSPEW.

IN THE WINONAN

EATING RIGHT
IS HIGHLY
LOGICAL.
Recommendations:
Eat high-fiber foods, such
as fruits, vegetables, and
whole grain products. Eat
fewer high-fat foods.
Maintain normal body
weight. And live long
and prosper.

CALL THE AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY AT
1-800-ACS-2345
FOR FREE NUTRITION
INFORMATION.
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Fulfill all your communications
requirements with one course.
AT&T STUDENT
SAVER PLUS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, there's one prerequisite. Join AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll be able

toget an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money ❑0 Our Reach Out® America Calling Planst

save you money, no matter where and when you call. Call Manager[ will save you time by separating

free. And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call

(.5 c'fIc could

your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for

from almost anywhere to anywhere. ❑ And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long

1 HOUR
distance service. ❑ Plus, if you register for any of our services—or if you're already an AT&T customer—you'll get a

FREE

free hour's worth of -AT&T long distance

calling.* As well as discounts on all kinds of things, all year round. ❑ So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

.■■■••■■ .111IMIL.

Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
tThis service may not be available in residence halls on your campus.
'Good for one hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91. Offer limited to one $825 AT&T long Distance Certificate per student. Offer valid through June 30,1992.
©1991 AT&T

IMI■11111111111MI
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AT&T

